


Victoria Burns has a degree in art history from Northwestern 
University. After having lived most of her adult life in 
Chicago, with a brief stint in Berlin, she moved to Los 
Angeles in 2010.

Burns has over 30 years of experience in the international 
art market. With a commitment to connoisseurship and 
investment portfolio development, Burns advises both new 
and experienced collectors on building art collections that 
reflect the client’s personal vision, enhance their home or 
office environments, and contribute to their wealth. She 
consults on the acquisition of objects in all media, with an 
expertise in Modern and Contemporary Art. Burns has long-
standing relationships with top international art galleries, 
museums, auction houses and private dealers, and attends 
major arts events, insuring her access to the best material on 
the market.

Throughout her career, Burns has advised corporate 
clients on fine art acquisitions and educational programs 
for their employees. Clients include: the MacArthur 
Foundation, Harris Associates, Children’s Memorial Hospital, 
Northwestern University’s Kellogg Graduate School of 
Management, and Hines Developers among others. In 
addition, Burns has also advised private clients in Los 
Angeles, Vail, Detroit, Chicago and Miami.

Burns is a member of The Association of Professional Art 
Advisors. She is also a member of Art Here and Now and 
the Modern and Contemporary Art Council at Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art, The Curator’s Council at The 
Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles and is a member 
of the national organization Art Table.

VICTORIA BURNS
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Art is a powerful tool. 

It can distinguish a home with interesting objects that offer pleasure, 
contemplation or conversation. In a public or corporate space it can send a 

powerful message, and create communication and interaction between people 
who might not otherwise have reason to connect.
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Learn more about Victoria and her art 
philosophy at burnsartadvisory.com

About Victoria Burns Art Advisory



“When consulting with my clients, I seek first to educate and enhance their 
experience of looking at and understanding art, while helping them define their 
connection to specific artists and ideas. Every collection is unique and becomes 

a reflection of each person or company acquiring the art.”

Residential Clients and Private Collections

Private Collections In:

Chicago, IL  |  Atherton, CA  |  Vail, CO 
Los Angeles, CA  |  Manhattan Beach, CA                  

West Bloomfield Hills, MI  |  Delray, FL

Top Left: Peter Liversidge, Santa Monica, CA

Bottom Left: Edgar Degas, Private Collection, Atherton, CA

Bottom Right: Todd Gray, Santa Monica, CA

Vik Muniz and David Shrigley, Private Collection, Santa Monica



Victoria is a broadly knowledgeable curator and art 
consultant who is well known and admired here in 

Chicago and nationally. She has an excellent eye, first-
rate organizational communication skills and a keen 

attention to detail. Additionally, Victoria is an engaging 
individual who becomes an asset to any project. Her 

warmth, kindness and humor makes working with her 
a pleasure.

James Rondeau, Director of The Art Institute of Chicago



“Fine art does not decorate, it activates.  In an office environment it can educate, offer new 
points of view and play an important role in a company’s culture, subtly expressing a mission 
and corporate values, distinguishing a firm from their competitors.  An art collection can also 

be used as an organizational development tool, causing employees and visitors to interact and 
discuss ideas.”

Corporate Projects and Acquisitions

Select Corporate Clients

The MacArthur Foundation  |  Hines Development      
Children’s Memorial Hospital, Chicago  

 Harris Associates  |  CIVC Partners, Chicago
Merchandise Mart Properties   

Kellogg Graduate School of Management,

Northwestern University    

Right: Alex Prager, Yoan Capote,  Harris Associates, Chicago

Bottom Left: Ikat, The MacArthur Foundation, Chicago

Bottom Right: Ann Hamilton, Harris Associates, Chicago

Doug Fogelson, Hines Project, Chicago



Victoria truly excelled beyond our expectations with 
the collection she helped us create. 

John Raitt, President, CEO, Harris Associates, Chicago



See more at burnsartadvisory.com
312.961.2626  | victoria@burnsartadvisory.com 


